Water is a mirror which reflects your spirit...

the Message of water is:
"look in yourself! ... "
the effect of your thoughts on the water of your body, since you are composed of
65 % of water...
This book of frozen water crystal photographs, (subtitled in English and Japanese) presents
a technique to us very simple discovery by Dr. Emoto.
This work not only makes it possible to evaluate the degree of
purity or pollution of various water of the tap, lakes, sources and
rain, but confirms also the "memory of water". They make it
possible to visualize the effects of various energies on water
(external and interior since we of it are made up to 65 %), of most
known (electromagnetic radiations, music, etc.) with most subtle
(like the energy of the words, of the forms and the thoughts!).
Its work confirms that water thus reacts to all information,
positively or negatively. This is why Emoto subtitles its work: "the
message of water invites us to look in us".
Here first crystal images of ice...
and they give us a capital message! ...
Here some images of its splendid book:

Water out of bottle is placed between 2
loudspeakers.

Music of Bach: Goldberg Variations

Songs of Sutras Tibétains

"Music" or rather "Noise" of Heavy Metal
(music of "young person" of the style Hard
rock power 2)

After the 3 Crystals of "Sound" above
(music),
Here 2 Crystals coming from water
contained in a small bottle (visible in bottom
on the right of the image) with a label on
which one wrote the words:
"You return to me sick, I wants to kill you!"

Small bottle (visible in bottom on the right of
the image) with a label on which one wrote
the words:
LOVE, appreciation...

Spring water of spring
receuillit with Nagasaka (Japan)

In the book 150 Photographs which tell us long bus of it one visualizes very
well the difference between a "Angel" or a "Demon", "Mera Thérésa" or
"Hilter"...

Difference between "does it!" ("C it "is an order (pub...)) and " Let us do it... "
(much respéctueux...)
You can order these 2 splendid works of 145 pages out of glazed paper with
more than 150 photographs color, at Alternature, 33 street Acklin, 68440
Landser > > > SEE details and price at the foot of the page...

Water addresses a message to us!
Will we be able to hear it and hold account of it?
What goes from oneself since centuries for energy medicine remains disputed still nowadays
by the mediums (known as) scientific of "the Establishment":
Water is sensitive to information...
But the truth is like water, one cannot retain it indefinitely.
In general, of the researchers who seek, one finds some, but researchers who find, one
seeks some! And well, Masaru Emoto found, him, a technique simplissime to highlight
qualities of water.
It thus brings from there not only to the mill of Benveniste and its famous "memory of water",
but also of Hahnemann and all the homeopaths and the million people who did not wait
besides until "official" medicine comes assure them that their energy therapies henceforth
had "the right" to function!
Indeed, thanks to the discovery of Emoto, it is now clear "as of the water of rock" which one
can give of information to water! ...
The message of water
Its technique: one makes it freeze and one photographs his crystals. Still simpler than
significant crystallization! Not only, they translate the degree of purity of various water of the
planet, which they are tap, of rain or rivers, but show in a "speaking" way very that the music
the influence also.
The distilled water of a bottle placed between loudspeakers will let see, once frozen, very
different crystals according to the music to which it was subjected. What a beauty with the
classical music! It is included/understood why Mozart, Bach or Beethoven, inter alia, delight
us. It is because our body water reacts directly to these harmonies. The symmetrical and
developed hexagonal structure shows it , whereas after "heavy metal", not of hexagon! An
amorphous structure replaces these true jewels!
Emoto went even further, because it confirms that all is energy. Einstein had said it to us,
Emoto shows it to us! The words, the words, the feelings and even the thoughts, influence
water. With this intention, it sticks labels with words on distilled water bottles and notes their
effect on the crystals. How with the music, a "negative" word involves a dysharmonieuse
crystallization, whereas "thank you" or "Love", some is the language, form splendid images!
All is seen, without artifice, directly! Water, in fact, commits us to look in ourself. We cannot
henceforth any more, throw would be this only one idle talk, without knowing that it will not
remain without consequence, on the other, as on us! Emoto offers to us here a book of
photographs to be seen and make known!
Michel Parra, 23.05.2001
PS: the French translation is available
PS 2: Emoto has just founded an institute in Switzerland, WISE CRYSTAL, and sees
personalities such as Ruppert Sheldrake joining it!
L be 2 Books of 145 pages and 150 Photographs colors (glazed paper!) The
message of water are available near Alternature, 33 street Acklin, 68440
Landser courrier@alternature.com
flight 1 costs 41 € (translation & port included/understood) in English and
Japonnais and the French translation (booklet) is available)

flight 2 costs 37 € (port included/understood) translation to come in March 2002
per 4 €

Water is one to mirroir which reflects your spirit...

